. Average transition probability matrix for all Kelp Bass tagged at WNAR, detected by all receivers. Shaded column indicates probability of fish moving away from and remaining on (darkened cell) WNAR. When column and row region match, it is the probability of the fish remaining the region. Probabilities off the diagonal indicate transitions from site j to site i during the course of the study period. Table corresponds with figure 5A. Table S2 . Average transition probability matrix for all Kelp Bass tagged at WNAR, detected by any one receiver. Shaded column indicates probability of fish moving away from and remaining on (darkened cell) WNAR. When column and row region match, it is the probability of the fish remaining the region. Probabilities off the diagonal indicate transitions from site j to site i during the course of the study period. Table S3 . Average transition probability matrix for all Barred Sand Bass tagged at WNAR, detected by all receivers. Shaded column indicates probability of fish moving away from and remaining (darkened cell) on WNAR. When column and row region match, it is the proba bility of the fish remaining the region. Probabilities off the diagonal indicate transitions from site j to site i during the course of the study period. Table corresponds Table S4 . Average transition probability matrix for all Barred Sand Bass tagged at WNAR, detected by any one receiver. Shaded column indicates probability of fish moving away from and remaining on (darkened cell) WNAR. When column and row region match, it is the probability of the fish remaining the region. Probabilities off the diagonal indicate transitions from site j to site i during the course of the study period. Table S5 . Average transition probability matrix for all Kelp Bass tagged at any of the three natural reefs (Barn, San Onofre, San Mateo). Shaded areas indicate probability of fish remaining on the natural reefs (darkened cells), or moving to WNAR. When column and row region match, it is the probability of the fish remaining the region. Probabilities off the diagonal indicate transitions from site j to site i during the course of the study period. Table  corresponds with figure 5C . Table S6 . Transition probability matrix for one average Barred Sand Bass tagged at any of the three natural reefs (Barn, San Onofre, San Mateo). Shaded areas indicate probability of fish remaining on the natural reefs, or moving to WNAR. When column and row region match, it is the probability of the fish remaining the region. Probabilities off the diagonal indicate transitions from site j to site i during the course of the study period. The one in the WNAR-WNAR cell is from a single fish that moved from San Mateo to WNAR and was never detected again. Table corresponds Figure S1 . Effect on the detection distance curve at which 50% of the signals were detected (DP50) from the sync tag with a ±1 SD change the mean kelp cover (km 2 ) with respect to distance away from the tag. Binomial data of actual tag detection distances shown.
